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Optimal 3D Sensors Placement to Obtain Accurate 3D Points PositionsGustavo OLAGUE, Roger MOHRMOVI-GRAVIR�ZIRST - 655 Avenue de l'Europe38330 Montbonnot Saint Martin, Francetel. +33 4 76 61 52 35 fax. +33 4 76 61 52 10Gustavo.Olague@inrialpes.fr Roger.Mohr@inrialpes.frAbstract3D measurements can be achieved from severalviews using the principle of optical triangula-tion. This paper deals with the problem ofwhere to place cameras in order to obtain aminimal error in the detection. We pose theproblem in terms of an optimization design, di-viding this in two main components: 1) an an-alytical part dedicated to the analysis of errorpropagation from which a criterion is derivated,2) an heuristical part which is going to mini-mize this criterion. In this way, the approachconsists of an uncertainty analysis applied tothe reconstruction process from which a covari-ance matrix is computed. This matrix rep-resents the uncertainty of the detection fromwhich the criteria is derived. Thus, a multicel-lular genetic algorithm is implemented in orderto minimize the criterion. Graphical examplesare provided to illustrate the e�ectiveness ande�ciency of the solution.Key words: Computer vision, genetic algorithms, co-variance matrix, camera network design, machine learn-ing.

�MOVI is a joint research project between the CNRS,INPG, INRIA Rhône-Alpes and UJF.

1 IntroductionHigh accurate measures can be obtained through theselection of a well designed convergent camera con�g-uration and a suitable mathematical model of the pro-cess. Researchers of the computer vision and photogram-metric communities have recognized the necessity to au-tomate this process. For an example see the work ofFraser [Fraser, 1992] in which he reports highly accuratemeasures employing a strong photogrammetric network(hand-designed) using 36 photographs taked by 18 welldisposed cameras with high convergence angles. In thisway, the problem is very complex, because it involvesmany interrelated aspects: 1) the optical constraints re-lated to the kind of sensor that we are using, 2) the math-ematical model of optical triangulation which producesthe data fusion and relates the optimal spatial place-ment of multiple sensors in order to reduce the uncertain-ties. An heuristic method is also necessary to resolve thishighly complex process. This article deals with the prob-lem of how to determine the attitude of several cameraswhich are observing some targets placed over a 3D ob-ject with the goal to achieve high-accurate measures. Wepresent a prototype system called EPOCA (an acronymfor \Evolving POsitions of CAmeras") which we haveimplemented to test the validity of our approach.The remaining part of the paper is divided as follows:�rstly, we pose the problem specifying several questionswhich are going to be useful in the general planning ofour discussion. Next, we continue with a review of theliterature related with sensor planning. After, we de-scribe our approach, dividing this part of our expositionin the following subsections: the reconstruction process,the 3D error estimation, the image error estimation alluseful in the development of a criteria, next the optimalcamera position method implemented like a multicellu-lar genetic algorithm is described. Finally, some resultsproduct of our experiments are presented, followed by adiscussion.1.1 Statement of the ProblemThe problem that we would like to approach is the au-tomation of the camera network design process in or-



Figure 1: Two convergent cameras. The cones illustratesthe cameras and the ellipsoids represents the uncertaintyof the observed targets.der to obtain accurate 3D measures. Imaging that wewould like to accurately measure some �ducial marksdistributed over a planar surface. The idea then, is toplace the cameras in order to obtain a minimal error.Figure (1)1 shows two cameras observing �ve targetsrepresented by their error ellipsoids which describes theuncertainty in the position. Each time we change the at-titude (position and orientation) of the cameras, so doesthe orientation and size of the ellipsoids. The questionwe would like to answer is:� Where are the approximate camera positions in or-der to obtain the minimal 3D error?From this question several subproblems are derivedlike:1. How can we develop a good criterion to judgeour con�guration?2. Under which conditions our system must work?3. Which are the interrelated aspects involved inthe development of the system?4. What would be a good method to optimize thecamera placement?Table 1: Some initial questions.From these initial questions the choice of a criterioncombined with an optimization process will be the keyconcepts.1.2 Related WorksThe problem to automate the multiple camera placementprocess in order to attain high accurate measures hasreceived scant attention, though it is of great practicalimportance. Next, a survey of existing literature is pre-sented starting with works to automate the placement1Figures 1 and 6 were generated with software written atthe Geometry Center, University of Minnesota.

of a single camera up to the expert system approach ofMason [Mason, 1994].Between the systems using a single camera approachwe have: the HEAVEN system developed by Sakane etal. [Sakane and Sato, 1991]. This is an example of a sys-tem developed to �nd the possible sensor positions usinga generate-and-test strategy for inspecting an object witha tessellated sphere of pre-given radius. In which theobject is unoccluded incorporating an analysis of lightsource planning. This study was further extended to theVIO system developed by Niepold and Sakane. Anotherexample of generate-and-test approach is ICE [Yi et al.,1995], where camera and light positions are generatedand then evaluated based on selected criteria. Overall, itplaces emphasis on the illumination placement planningcomponent of the problem. For the camera placementthe task constraint considered is edge visibility. Somefeature edges appear least occluded when the optimalsensor position takes place. The evaluation of this crite-rion is based on the aspect graph representation of theobject.However, other works have been adopting a synthe-sis approach. Instead of taking the discrete approachthe idea is to model the constraints as analytical func-tions. The Automatic Sensor and Illuminator Position-ing Work of SRI carried out by Cowan et al. [Cowanand Kovesi, 1988] talks about camera locations whichare automatically generated. They satisfy several geo-metric constraints like: visibility, polyhedral objects infocus, within the sensor �eld of view, at su�cient resolu-tion and incidence angle, and unoccluded by the objectitself or other objects in the working environment. TheMVP system developed by Tarabanis et al. [Tarabaniset al., 1991] determines an optimal sensor location andsensor parameters (focal length, focus setting and aper-ture) for viewing a set of surfaces and avoiding occlusion.MVP is currently being extended to function in dynamicenvironments [Abrams et al., ]. The placement of illumi-nation sources for inspecting edge features has also beeninvestigated by Cowan et al. While all of these systemsprovide solutions to the task of viewing an object, theydo not address the task of deriving accurate object di-mensions. They are also inadequate for complex objectson which not all features will be visible from a singleviewpoint.Tarbox and Gottschlich [Tarbox and Gottschlich,1993] have recognised the need of multistation solutionsto overcome problems of object occlusion. They haveimplemented a solution in the IVIS system for an ac-tive triangulation sensor. Cowan has also experimentedmethods to place multiple sensors overcoming the oc-clusion problem associated with 3D objects. Finally,a work called CONSENS which follows the expert sys-tem approach and uses multiple cameras in combinationwith optical triangulation, was developed by Mason etal. [Mason and Gruen, 1995]. It outlines a way to over-



come these limitations.Unlike all other approaches, our idea is to pose theproblem in terms of an optimization design.2 The approachThis section presents a method to solve the problem ofcamera placement, which could be divided in two maincomponents. Firstly, we will develop an analytic uncer-tainty analysis based in error propagation phenomenonwhich will allow us to express an error criterion to beminimized. Secondly, an evolutionary method like ge-netic algorithms [Goldberg, 1989] which optimizes thiscriteria will be presented.2.1 Three dimensional reconstructionThe problem involves a set of M cameras viewing Ppoints. We want to know the best camera network inorder to reduce the uncertainty of P . In this way, eachcamera produces a perspective projection through thewell known pin-hole model. Consequently, we can re-construct the 3D point in the least square sens. Weassume here that cameras have no distortion and can beidenti�ed with pin-hole cameras which can be modeledas M : P3 ! P2. pij =MiPj (1)This mapping is represented by a matrix M3�4M = K R T (2)where K is the matrix of intrinsic parameters, R is arotation matrix and T a translation matrix. Equation(1) could be rewritten asAP = b (3)where A is a 2i � 3 matrix and b is a 2i � 1 vector. Ifmatrix AtA is invertible we can �nd the least squaressolution P = (AtA)�1Atb (4)which minimizes kAP � bk.2.2 3D error estimationUntil now, we have studied the function to transform apoint in space into an image pointP = f(p) (5)given by equation (4) which is going to be useful to de-velop an analysis of error propagation [Faugeras, 1993,chapter V]. In this way, the key to manipulate geometricuncertainty is to be able to transform the information orprobability density function on a feature available in oneform (image point) into another form of interest (pointin space). This transformation of information could be

grouped into a family of transformations which we ap-proximate to the exact transformation by a �rst-orderrelation using Taylor series. Successive moments can befound by equating higher order terms; however, usinghigher order terms is neither viable nor desirable, as anycomputational simplicity will be lost. In this way, a lin-ear approximation is to be used in which we assume aGaussian distribution. Then the mean E[P ] and covari-ance �P are su�cient information to de�ne completelythe feature density function. All this is given to us bythe following proposition (see [Csurka, 1996]):Proposition 1 Given a random variable p 2 Rm , ofGaussian distribution, mean E[p],and covariance �p,and P 2 Rn , the random vector given by P = f(p), wheref is a function of class C1, the mean of P could be ap-proximated to a �rst-order Taylor expansion by f(E[p])and its covariance by:�P = @f(E[p])@p �p @f(E[p])@p t (6)therefore, �P is a symmetric positive de�nite matrix,which describes the bounds on P = f(p) in the vicinityof E[P ] = f(E[p]) given those of p in the vicinity ofE[p]. In this way, this proposition is letting us computethe uncertainty of the three-dimensional point knowingthe uncertainty in the image points. This is taking usinto another direction to give an interpretation of matrix�p which describes bounds on the possible values of thecoordinates of p. This carries us to the necessity of animage error model.2.3 Image error estimationIn order to compute �p, the covariance matrix of our 2Dmeasured points, we will use proposition 1. Therefore,we must have a function to relate some points of inter-est (�ducials or targets) taken from several photographsover di�erent angles. This relation will be establishedthrough the cross-ratio [Morin, 1993]:f(k) = k(x1; x2; x3; x4) = (x3 � x1)(x4 � x2)(x4 � x1)(x3 � x2) (7)which is a projective invariant. In this way�k = @f(k) �p @f(k)t (8)computes the uncertainty of the cross-ratio with respectto the uncertainty of the image points. It could berewritten like �p = �k �kJkk2 (9)where �k represents the cross-ratio standard deviation,� is the average distance between targets, and Jk is thejacobian of k. Now, following equation (9) we can com-pute the uncertainty in the image points �p having the



Figure 2: The calibration grid.uncertainty of the cross-ratio �k . Thus, assuming thatthe errors over the images are Gaussian, also consideringthe uncertainty of the points as identical, and choosingfour well-equally distant points to calculate the cross-ratio. We can carry out an experimentation using a tar-get detector [Brand, 1995] over the calibration grid2 of�gure (2). From this we can compute a model of �p,useful to the previous section, in order to compute thecovariance matrix �P of the 3D points.2.4 The criteriaOnce we have computed the covariance matrix �P , itis necessary to choose a criteria useful to the optimiza-tion process. In this sense, we need to select a metricto compare symmetric positive de�nite matrices. Thecomparison of covariance matrices is interpreted as therequirement the standard deviation of function P = f(p)to be better when calculated with covariance matrix �P1than with �P2.�P1 � �P2 ��P1f � ��P2f (10)The maximum eigenvalue �max can also be determinedfrom �Pq = �q (11)The squareroot p�max is related to the maximum stan-dard deviation. Another metric for comparing covari-ance matrices �P and �Q (an ideal matrix) can beachieved by using the sum of the squared logarithms ofthe eigenvalues (see F�orstner [F�orstner, 1995]):d(�P;�Q) =vuut 3Xi=1 ln2 �i(�P;�Q) (12)However, this metric requires a criterion matrix and dueto the methodology, we cannot establish an ideal matrix,because we don't know the answer in advance. In thisway, the maximum eigenvalue of �P may be replaced by2this grid is composed of retro-reective targets.
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Figure 3: The multicellular genetic algorithm is repre-sented by a tree structure composed of a main node wherethe evaluation process is stored and several leaves corre-sponding to each camera. All cameras are codi�ed intwo parameters (�; �) which corresponds to the cells ofan arti�cial being.a less tight norm in order to avoid the rigorous determi-nation of the maximum eigenvalue, e.g. the tracetr(�P ) = 3Xi=1 �Pii = 3Xi=1 �i(�P ) (13)However, due to the fact that the maximum eigenvalueis in relation to the maximum standard deviation. In-stead of the trace of �P we propose to use the maximumelement in the diagonal of �P which corresponds to theworst variance of individual parametersmaxj=1:::3�Pjj (14)This measure is easy to compute and gives a good uni-formity of network precision in each coordinate axis ofthe error ellipsoid represented by �P .2.5 The optimization processGenetic algorithms are stochastic search techniquesbased on the mechanism of natural selection and nat-ural genetics [Goldberg, 1989]. In this section, we de-scribe a multicellular genetic algorithm (MGA) used tosolve the camera position and orientation problem in or-der to obtain the minimal 3D error. The idea is to createa computational model to optimize a set of convergentcamera networks using an evolutionary technique. Thislets implement the design as a problem of optimization.Therefore, we propose a special implementation of thestandard genetic algorithm approach following geneticprogramming representation [Koza, 1992]3 of a tree, see�gure 3, which for us is known and �xed. This repre-sentation establishes a classi�cation of each part of thesolution. Therefore, each camera evolves only with cam-eras of the same class. Our algorithm does not measure3see also [Kinnear, 1994].
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Figure 4: The multicellular genetic algorithm.the �tness of a string particularly. Instead a global eval-uation of a well designed criterion using derivatives isimplemented. Then, we can see the algorithm as an ide-alized genetic algorithm IGA [Mitchell, 1996, page 132]where we know ahead of time what schemas make forgood �tness.Together with the tree representation, a model whichis going to let us place cameras in orbit forming a sphereis necessary. For this, we propose to use the viewingsphere model. This model provides convergent con�gu-rations which gives improved object measurements preci-sion compared to other networks con�gurations [Fraser,1996]. In this way, cameras move in the space to achievethe design goals. The direct relationship between thespherical coordinates of the viewing sphere and the com-ponents of imaging geometry permits the heuristic searchof the genetic algorithm to be exploited. Consequently,the spherical coordinates system (�; �; r) is well suitedto the representation of the search space.Thus, the MGA is represented by a �xed tree structurecomposed of a main node where the evaluation process(the maximum value in the diagonal of �P ) is storedand several leaves corresponding to each camera. Allcameras are codi�ed by the two parameters (�; �), as ris considered as a constant here.The multicellular genetic algorithm then proceeds asfollows, see �gure 4:1. an initial random population of N convergent net-works is chosen represented by (�n; �n) workingover a binary string representation.2. next, we execute the process of evaluation. In thisway, we store the corresponding maximum value inthe diagonal of �Pn for each tree structure. Thiscorresponds to the �tness value which says how wellthe network is, compared with other solutions in thepopulation P (t).3. now, we pass to the process of selection implementedlike a tournament selection[Blickle and Thiele, 1995]in which two networks are selected from P (t) and

are entered into competition selecting the best indi-vidual according to his �tness yielding the popula-tion P (t+ 1).4. from this population, we recombine the binarystrings (�n; �n) for each camera using the follow-ing operations:� crossover, with a probability4 Pc = 0.7, this op-eration was implemented like a one-cut-point5.Let the two parents be�x = [�x1 �x2 �x3 �x4 �x5 �x6 �x7 �x8 �x9]�y = [�y1 �y2 �y3 �y4 �y5 �y6 �y7 �y8 �y9]if they are crossed after the random kth posi-tion = 4, the resulting o�springs are�0x = [�x1 �x2 �x3 �x4 �y5 �y6 �y7 �y8 �y9]�0y = [�y1 �y2 �y3 �y4 �x5 �x6 �x7 �x8 �x9]� mutation; with a probability Pm = 0.005, thisoperation alters one or more genes. Assumethat (�y5 = 1) gene of the chromosome �0x isselected for a mutation. Since the gene is 1, itwould be ipped into 0.These operations yields a new population which wecopy into P (t).5. Steps 2,3, and 4 are repeated until the criteria isachieved.Finally, this algorithm minimizes the maximum valuein the diagonal of �Pmini=1:::N( maxj=1:::3�P ijj) (15)Thereby, the camera placement Mi relative to the worldcoordinate frame can be optimized. Geometrically, each�Pi represents an hyper-ellipsoid, which as each sensorplacement Mi changes, so does the orientation and sizeof the hyper-ellipsoid �Pi of each point. Thus, an opti-mal placement solution is proposed, where the combineduncertainty of all points is minimal.3 ExperimentsWe have run a series of experiments to test the validityof our approach. Between these, we presente some re-sults in �gure (6) which shows six cases of con�gurationsdesigned by EPOCA in which several cameras are look-ing several targets represented by their error ellipsoidsaligned in one, two, or three planes. These con�gura-tions are product of our evolutionary system.4For a discussion of the threshold values associated to Pcand Pm see [Mitchell, 1996].5due to the classi�cation of the MGA this operation workslike a multiple-cut-point.
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Figure 5: These two plots shows the statistics and con-vergence time of a single MGA run composed of 4 con-vergent cameras.The graphs of �gure (5) were carried out with a pop-ulation of 30 cameras networks which have converged inno more than 150 generations. In general, the populationsize must be big enough to let the MGA �nd the goodsolutions. A small population (less than 10 networks)discourages premature convergence to suboptimal solu-tions6 while a large population requires more evaluationsper generation to achieve the same �tness values. It isimportant to say that the problem of convergence is usu-ally related to the length of the string [Mitchell et al.,1993]. In our implementation strings of 300 bits or big-ger have been optimized thanks to the tree classi�cation.Then, these graphs show the curves of maximal, averageand minimal �tness for one run of the multicellular ge-netic algorithm. These results correspond to the fourcameras network of �gure (6b). This experiment hastaken a total of 72 generations to converge, discoveringthe best con�guration with a �tness value = .0046 ingeneration 64. It has taken about 7 seconds cpu timein a UltraSPARC 200 Mhz. Note also that evolution isterminated near generation 40.Figure (6b) illustrates a solution with four cameraslooking on a planar surface. This solution is not the stan-dard solution used by the experts: photogrammetristsusually put the four camera at four corner of a cubewhose center contains the targets to be measured. In6This is mainly due to the necessity of niches which arelandscapes from which the global or optimal solution is cho-sen. Consequently, if these zones are less rich, the opportu-nities to obtain a better design are reduced.

fact our con�guration was already pointed out by Fraser[Fraser, 1982]; he noticed that this con�guration is notatypical. Our experiments con�rm Fraser statement,and even we claim that this con�guration is slightly bet-ter than the classical one.4 DiscussionIn this paper we have posed the problem of camera place-ment with the goal to achieve accurate 3D measures interms of an optimization design. We have divided theproblem in two main parts. The �rst one, was dedicatedto the analytical part for which a criterion was derived.The criterion we have chosen was the maximum elementin the diagonal of the covariance matrix which is based inthe error propagation phenomenon. This criterion waschosen in order to speed up the MGA process.The second one, corresponds to the heuristical partwhich minimize this criterion. Our idea was to create anarti�cial system modelling the uncertainty of the recon-struction process. We can see the system like an infor-mation processing system, rich in autonomy and creativ-ity, due to the evolutionary technique we have used. Inthis way, the system is able to evolve its own structureautonomously. This implementation is an example of asystem which realizes the dream of arti�cial intelligencecommunity \How can we program computers specifyingwhat must be done and not how to do it?" [Koza, 1992].This is an adaptive complex system that is similar toliving systems. The system is a dynamic process wherethe global state emerges by coevolution through the be-havior and interaction of the components (cells) whichare related by coadaptation. It is necessary to say thatthe behavior of these cells is inuenced by the globalstate. In this way, an extrinsic parallelism together withthe intrinsic parallelism is executed. A phenomenon ofniche is present in each camera representation. Theseniches evolves with respect to the others mainly due tothe rules of the system.The system we have implemented EPOCA is succes-ful in producing two and three camera networks designssimilar to photogrammetrists. In the case of four cam-eras a non-standard design was proposed like one whichgives slightly better results compared to the more classi-cal networks. Moreover, the system can design networksfor several adjoin and opposite planes. All the con�gu-rations are good in terms of camera distribution and rayinclination.Acknowledgments Author Gustavo Olague is grate-ful for research founding to CONACYT M�exico (grant66291).References[Abrams et al., ] S. Abrams, P.K. Allen, and K.A. Tara-banis. Dynamic sensor planning. unpublished.
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EPOCA network designs.

e) 8 cameras observing 3 opposite faces. f) 8 cameras observing 3 adjoin faces.

c) 8 cameras over 2 adjoin planes. d) 8 cameras observing opposite sides.

a) 3 cameras observing a plane. b) 4 cameras over a surface plane.

Examples of con�gurations designed by EPOCA.Figure 6: Between the several designs proposed byEPOCA we have identi�ed b) like one used by Fraser[Fraser, 1982] which is not atypical of an imaging geom-etry.


